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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at the concept of value demand and explores how to think in terms

of story and narrative to get better at delivering it.

1. Introduction

One of the key characteristics of a system or

set of systems is the connections between their

elements and between systems. Life on Earth, for

example, is an intricately connected network of

systems as virtually every part of it is linked to

and feeds into something else. Big things eat lit-

tle things, and in turn are eaten by bigger things

and eventually, when the biggest things die, the

littlest things eat them up as well.

The thing that we don’t always notice with

nature is that there is no waste — not of any kind

at all. Waste is an entirely human concept that we

see most clearly in the inventions that make our

lives easier but also litter and damage the natural

world.

Waste doesn’t hav e to be physical, however, it

can also be digital, psychological or arise from

the social processes that we live every day. It

seems to happen almost naturally but it’s also a

product of the way of thinking that dominates

modern society and so, in this paper, we need to

start with understanding that way of thinking.

2. The way we think

Humans are the only creatures, it is believed,

that know they are going to die. We hav e

consciousness, this emergent property that comes

from having large brains that let us be in the

world but also reflect on it and think about what it

means to exist and live.

For much of humanity’s existence this meant

learning to coexist with nature — to understand

her cycles and routines and behaviour, from the

seasons to storms and the movement of stars to

the mysteries of creation. We dealt with this

through stories, by telling ourselves how to act in

a world where we seemed to have very little con-

trol by coming up with magical explanations for

what we did not know.

And then we discovered rational thought and

the scientific method, which has led directly to the

modern world we live in today. We got there by

asking questions about how things worked in real-

ity, looking for explanations that could be tested

and debated — ones that worked for anyone, any-

where, and which no longer relied on magic or

story.

The one thing we lost, in this process, was

knowing why things happen. The creation myths,

stories of gods and goddesses and their feuds and

desires explained why the world was the way it

was; why, for example, the sun rose every morn-

ing. In their absence, we were left with incontro-

vertible truth, a reality stripped of story or value

which leads to only one conclusion — everything

is, just because it is. There is no reason to wonder

why. The only thing we have to do to ask how.

The thing we have forgotten, however, is that

this only applies to what we see as the ‘‘real

world’’ around us — but that isn’t the only world

that exists.
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3. Thinking about thinking

We are so accustomed, so conditioned to

thinking that the real world is the only world that

exists that we forget that this is also an assump-

tion. Everything you see around you is actually a

very good virtual reality experience, one so good

that it convinces you that there is something really

out there. If you think about it for a moment

you’ll realise that everything you see and sense

around you is actually being created in your brain,

in those few pounds of squishy matter stuck in a

light-less container balanced on our neck. What

you’re experiencing is a reconstruction of the

world, as your brain takes the signals coming in

from your sensors and constructs an experience

for you. In other words, reality is what you

believe exists out there and, for most creatures,

that’s where their interest in the subject ends.

Humans, however, hav e another layer of

thinking on top of this one, as they think about

what they see and try to make sense of it. The

way they once did that, through a rich tradition of

storytelling, now seems irrelevant but it’s possible

that it’s anything but — it may actually hold the

key to our future. But to explore that we must

first look at why a story matters.

4. The importance of a story

For those of us with a technical background it

seems natural to think in terms of how things

work — how to make roads, or bridges or semi-

conductors. It takes us a while to realise that not

ev erything works that way, and human society

definitely doesn’t. People at large don’t follow

rules or schematics but operate in accordance

with some hidden and mysterious purpose seem-

ingly known only to themselves. What you dis-

cover, if you spend some time trying to under-

stand this, is that people operate in accordance

with the stories they tell themselves. A story, a

narrative, is almost like the program that gets

loaded into a person’s head that makes them

behave the way they do.

When you look at story in this way you start

to see the problems we have in understanding

other people. If each person operates according

to the stories that run in their brains then before

we can understand what they want we have to

understand the stories they hav e. And realising

that finally brings us to the topic of this paper,

which is understanding value demand.

5. What is value demand anyway?

Value demand can be thought of as ‘‘what

people want’’, but that’s a little simplistic. It’s

also what they need or what they should have,

although they might not know that yet. It’s the

‘‘bundle of benefits’’ they get, the ‘‘value proposi-

tion’’ or the myriad other terms that try to capture

this concept of giving people something of value.

What I’m realising is that the value someone

places on something is directly related to the story

they tell themselves about it.

If you listen to someone, and I mean really

listen — listen in a non-judgemental way, only

asking questions to clarify your own understand-

ing, you can start to understand the story that

someone is operating. It’s very tempting for us to

jump in with alternative stories but the key to

understanding value demand is to understand the

story that’s being told to us. That story, that nar-

rative, represents reality for that person. As far as

they are concerned, it is reality and anything you

have to offer has to represent value within the

framework of that story in order to be internally

consistent and be accepted.

For example, if you believe that the sun god

needs a sacrifice every day in order to be per-

suaded to rise you’re unlikely to let an outsider

come in and tell you to wait for a day and see

what happens. You’re more likely to sacrifice

them or if you did wait, write off the facts as an

aberration. We cling to our stories very strongly,

and there is ample evidence that people would

much rather believe reality is wrong than change

their beliefs.

6. Understanding value demand

My argument in this paper is that the only

thing that matters to a person is the story they tell
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themselves and so, if you want to understand

what they value you must first understand their

story. This is harder to do than it sounds because

of the rational mindset that dominates how we

think these days. We jump too quickly to the

‘‘how’’ while story is all about exploring the

‘‘why’’.

It’s not easy to find an example to work

through either, as they can either seem too trivial

or too complex for a short paper. But, because we

need examples to work through things let’s look

at where I am right now.

I’m taking one of the kids to classes at a local

centre. My story about this experience runs

something like this — I want the kids to experi-

ence lots of activities, rather like I did when I was

young. I don’t feel like standing around watching

them because I feel like I’m paying someone else

to that and I have no real expectations that they

perform to a particular standard. If they enjoy it

and want to go back again that’s enough for me.

The hours I spend there waiting are actually quite

useful because they giv e me a block of time

where I can sit with my NEO2, an electronic

typewriter now discontinued by its maker, and

write papers like this, often turning out a few

thousand words in the time I have. It would be

nice, however, to be able to see the kids while I sit

and work.

Value demand for me then consists of a

teacher that my kids like and who teaches them

something useful, a space where I can sit at a ta-

ble and type and the availability of devices like

the NEO, a portable machine that runs off AA

batteries, boots up instantly and forces me to

focus just on the act of writing.

How many of those value demands do you

think are being met?

The centre has a teacher the kids like but

ev erything else is less than perfect. I can find a

table to sit at and write most of the time but it

never has a good view. The NEO is not being

made any more and so I’m stockpiling them in

case then one I’m using breaks. Looking on

Ebay, they’re running out so at some point it’s

probably worth designing my own version.

The point of this little story is that the way I

think about this is my way of thinking. Other par-

ents may be more concerned about watching their

kids or reading a book or catching up on their

social media — but my story explain the hidden

programming behind why I act the way I do. And

it’s not something you’d discover if you didn’t

take the time to listen to my story and I won’t dis-

cover what anyone else thinks without listening to

theirs.

7. Learn ‘‘why’’ and then ask ‘‘how’’

The conclusion I have come to is that to really

provide what customers need, to meet ‘value

demand’, we have to first listen to their stories.

When we know their stories we can then look at

ways to do things better for them and stop doing

things that don’t directly contribute to meeting

value demand. How you do that is a subject for a

different paper, probably an entire book, because

how you go about doing that is linked to the idea

of lean systems and removing waste. We first

need ways to download stories, to listen to narra-

tives and understand how people think because

now that we have an understanding of our natural

world we have to rediscover some of that lost

understanding of our social worlds.

This is important, especially in a world where

it’s so easy to put a story out there. In a sense,

instead of understanding someone else’s story we

now hav e to deal with people getting their story

out there first — a phenomenon that links soci-

ety’s shift to the right with social media and the

phenomenon of fake news. The stories out there

are a little like buggy computer programs and

some of them are dangerous viruses. We need to

upgrade our mental operating systems to deal

with this brave new world.
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